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Entering the 4th of 6 Swiss Team matches you are undefeated, lying in third place when this 
hand comes up, all white and you are the dealer:

♠ 65
♥ AK82
♦ 5
♣ A76543

South West North East
 1♣ 1♥       1♠   2♥     
  3♣    Pass      3♥      Pass 
 3N   Pass      4♣             Pass
   5♣         All Pass 

The opening lead is the ♠K and here are your hands:

With a spade and diamond loser you are in a great contract with your 21hcp as long as you can avoid a 
trump loser.  If the trumps are 3-0 whoever is holding  ♣Q98 is going to be a pesky opponent.  Plan 
your play before scrolling to next page
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No peeking!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



If anyone rates to be short in clubs it is your LHO who overcalled hearts, had hearts raised, led a spade 
from some kind of sequence, and must have some diamonds else RHO might have been bidding them.

Believing that the fifth spade in dummy might set up for the 11th trick if the clubs were 3-0 I took the 
first trick with the ♠A and played a second spade immediately.  RHO who played the 8 at T1 won trick 
2 with the T and played back a heart.

At trick 3 RHO played a heart.  Your play:



 The winning play is to take the heart in hand and cash the CA, a nonintuitive play given the  likelihood 
that only RHO can have the long clubs.

When LHO shows out you are now cold for the contract ruffing 2 hearts in dummy, and pitching your 
diamond on dummy's 5th spade.  Should RHO ruff in on either the 3rd or 4th spade you ditch the 
diamond loser and claim on a crossruff after dropping the ♣Q .  Here is the full hand:

Yes the contract could have been defeated by a diamond play by RHO at trick 3 away from their  King. 
A careful count of declarer's winners could have led to the killing defense.


